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AbStrACt. the authors of this paper participated in the European Union’s sixth framework 
Programme project Intelligent cities (INtELcItIEs, 2005). one of INtELcItIEs’s goals (on 
the Lithuanian side) was to develop a real Estate’s knowledge and device-based decision 
support system (kddss-rE). major kddss-rE functions include creating and maintaining 
customer’s personalized real estate objectives, preferences, and evaluation criteria; participation 
of various stakeholders (buyers, sellers, brokers, etc.) in joint determination of criteria (crite-
ria system, values and weights) defining real estate; market signalling, provide device-based 
data about indoor microclimates and allergens causing allergy in buildings; searching for real 
estate alternatives, finding alternatives and making an initial negotiation table, completing a 
multiple criteria analysis of alternatives, making electronic negotiations based on real calcula-
tions, determining the most rational real estate purchase variant, and completing an analysis 
of loan alternatives offered by certain banks. the authors of the present research have sug-
gested the idea to integrate knowledge-based, devices-based and decision support systems. In 
order to demonstrate the integration decision support, knowledge and devices systems in the 
real estate sector a real Estate’s knowledge and devices-based decision support system have 
been considered in the paper as an example.
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1. INtrodUCtIoN

the e-commerce revolution has begun to 
transform a host of information-based service 
industries – including travel services, banking, 
and securities trading – bringing new efficien-
cies, reduced costs, and more consumer choic-
es. the real estate industry has lagged behind 

many other industries in e-transformation and 
still relies largely on face-to-face transactions, 
paper-intensive processes, and mediators to 
negotiate a myriad of complex facets of a typi-
cal purchase.

the speedy boost of the Internet and in-
telligent technologies and applications in re-
cent years has the driven real estate sector  
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towards adopting innovative e-transforma-
tions. Unavoidably, the real estate sector has 
also clashed with new challenges that moved 
them forward to implement innovative Inter-
net and intelligent technologies. developing 
innovative services is very important for the 
survival of stakeholders in the real estate sec-
tor because of grim market competition and an 
increase of competitive abilities. the growing 
demand for information and knowledge-based 
decision-support facilities that integrate per-
sonalized and collaborative needs and require-
ments in all real estate sector activities has also 
been noticed lately. 

throughout the world there are many exam-
ples of the adoption of web-based information 
and intelligent systems in real estate. some 
of them are as follows: e-commerce (muhanna, 
2000; teicholz, 2000), valuation (Zavadskas 
et al., 2007a; Šliogerienė et al., 2009), broker-
age (Guttery et al., 2000; ham and Atkinson, 
2003; Zumpano et al., 2003), facility manage-
ment and maintenance (ArchIbUs, Inc., 
2009; fm:systems, 2009; ko, 2009), mortgag-
es (mortgage.com, 2009; E-Loan, Inc., 2009), 
real estate management (drawbase software, 
2009), insurance (bIG, 2009), project develop-
ment (realdata, Inc., 2009), sustainable devel-
opment and planning (onishi, 2002; curwell 
et al., 2005; Zavadskas et al., 2007b; jakaitis 
et al., 2009; Jauneikaitė and Carreno, 2009; 
Simão et al., 2009; Stankevičius et al., 2010), 
evaluation for real estate investment (wang, 
2005; Guo et al., 2007), matching/listing ser-
vices (benjamin et al., 2000; ford et al., 2005), 
negotiation (Kaklauskas and Urbanavičienė, 
2005; Urbanavičienė et al., 2009a, 2009b), real 
estate’s transaction process (cao et al., 2001; 
Fang et al., 2009), procurement (Vitkauskaitė 
and Gatautis, 2008) etc. for example, in 
forbes (2000a, 2000b, 2000c) opinion, the cor-
poration of tomorrow must successfully inte-
grate facilities management with finance and 
administrative activities, sales and marketing, 
human resources, information management,  

manufacturing, distribution, and these should 
be web centric. Also, forbes (2000a, 2000b, 
2000c) emphasizes, that the use of e-commerce 
by facilities management professionals is still 
new, but there is little doubt that its presence 
will be lasting and more significant in the 
years to come.

the authors of this paper participated in 
the European Union’s sixth framework Pro-
gramme project Intelligent cities (INtELcI-
tIEs, 2005). one of the INtELcItIEs’s goals 
(on the Lithuanian side) was to develop a real 
Estate’s knowledge and the device-based de-
cision support system (kddss-rE) that can 
use best practices as well as explicit and tacit 
knowledge. 

this paper is structured as follows: follow-
ing this introduction, section 2 describes real 
Estate’s knowledge and the device-based de-
cision support system. testing the developed 
system is presented in section 3. finally, some 
concluding remarks are provided in section 4.

2. reAL eStAte’S kNowLedge  
ANd deVICe-bASed deCISIoN 
SUpport SYStem

major kddss-rE functions include creat-
ing and maintaining customer’s personalized 
real estate objectives, preferences, and evalu-
ation criteria; participation of various stake-
holders (buyers, sellers, brokers, etc.) in joint 
determination of criteria (criteria system, val-
ues and weights) defining real estate; market 
signalling, providing device-based data about 
the indoor microclimate and allergens caus-
ing allergy in the building; searching for real 
estate alternatives, finding alternatives and 
making an initial negotiation table, complet-
ing a multiple criteria analysis of alternatives, 
making electronic negotiations based on real 
calculations, determining the most rational 
real estate purchase variant, and completing 
an analysis of the loan alternatives offered by 
certain banks.
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the kddss-rE consists of a decision sup-
port subsystem, knowledge subsystem and 
devices subsystem. A more detailed descrip-
tion of these subsystems follows.

decision support subsystem (dss-rE) con-
sists of a database, a database management 
system, model-base, a model-base management 
system and a user interface (see figure 1). the 
decision support subsystem was developed by 
using methods (Zavadskas et al., 2004; kak-
lauskas et al., 2005; kaklauskas et al., 2007; 
Banaitienė et al., 2008; Kaklauskas et al., 2010) 
that were developed by authors, i.e. a method 
of complex determination of the weights of the 
criteria taking into account their quantitative 
and qualitative characteristics; a method of 
multiple criteria complex proportional evalu-
ation of the projects; and a method of defining 
the utility and market value of a real estate.

real estate listings are an interface for a 
seller to post listings. the system provides 
forms for completion by sellers or real estate 
brokers on information about their real estate. 
real estate brokers wishing to present infor-

mation on their objects must receive permis-
sion from dss-rE administrator. having this 
permission the broker then inserts all the nec-
essary information about real estate objects 
under sale in the dss-rE databases accord-
ing to the system’s requirements (i.e. system 
of criteria, values and weights of criteria). 
Access to databases developed personally by 
brokers is provided only to the broker and to 
the dss-rE administrator. At present the de-
veloped dss-rE allows for the performance of 
eight main functions, which are presented in 
figure 1. In order to throw more light on the 
dss-rE, a more detailed description of some 
of the above-mentioned subsystem functions 
follows.

the data search and Navigation module 
give a buyer a search and navigational instru-
ment to retrieve and browse exhaustive real es-
tate data and alternatives such as single family 
house, two, three or four-room flats in different 
locations and of different quality, etc. buyers 
can also choose and keep/save attractive real 
estate alternatives in a personal preferred list. 

Figure 1. components of decision support subsystem
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real estate (apartments 
in houses with few 
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blocks of flats, garden 
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cottages, private 
houses), commercial 
real estate (premises, 
buildings), rent flats, 
loans, etc.

 • Searching and navigation model for real estate alternatives.  
• Model for finding alternatives and making an initial 

negotiation table. 
• Collaborative work model.  
• Model of multiple criteria analysis of real estate and other 

alternatives.  
• Model for negotiations based on real calculations.  
• Model for determining the most rational real estate purchase 

variant. 
• Model of consumer needs analysis and provision of 

recommendations to a real estate broker. 
• Model for determining the rational loan.
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this real estate search and navigation module 
is available in the following databases: data-
bases of dwelling real estate (apartments in 
houses with few flats, apartments in blocks 
of flats, garden houses, farmsteads, cottages 
and private houses), commercial real estate 
(premises, buildings), rented flats and loans, 
etc. A consumer may perform a search for real 
estate alternatives from databases with differ-
ent brokers. this is possible because the forms 
of data submissions are standardized at a spe-
cific level. Such standardization creates condi-
tions that can be applied to special intelligent 
agents that are performing a search for the 
required real estate in various databases, and 
for the gathering information/knowledge.

consumers specify requirements and con-
straints and the system queries the informa-
tion of a specific real estate from a number of 
online brokers. the system performs the tedi-
ous, time-consuming, and repetitive tasks of 
searching databases, retrieving and filtering 
information/knowledge, and delivering it back 
to the user. Search results for a specific real 
estate are submitted in a textual, photo/video 
and graphical information on the real estate’s 
alternatives and the initial negotiation table, 
which may include direct links to a broker’s 
web page. when submitting such a display, 
the multiple criteria comparisons will become 
more effectively supported. 

the brokers or sellers offer many different 
real estate alternatives to the market, while 
at the same time buyers identify their detailed 
requirements. first, buyers are offered a sys-
tem of typical criteria on the basis of which 
real estate evaluators and buyers evaluate 
real estate alternatives. buyers can offer their 
own system of criteria based on this system of 
typical criteria and on their needs. similarly, 
initial weights of criteria and values of qualita-
tive indicators are determined. buyers receive 
typical weights of criteria and values of quali-
tative criteria describing the analysed real 
estate. buyers can change the offered typical 
weights of criteria and of qualitative indicators 

on the basis of their experiences and needs. In 
such a case, each buyer receives a personalised 
and specifically adjusted decision-making ma-
trix. one person or a group of stakeholders (e.g. 
the whole family) can participate in the proc-
ess of determining the system of criteria, their 
weights and values of qualitative indicators. 

the collaborative work module allows dif-
ferent stakeholders (e.g. family members) in 
collaborative ways to solve common tasks (de-
velopment of joint criteria system, estimation 
of criteria weight and qualitative criteria val-
ues). the Groopware module allows stakehold-
ers to share ideas and to vote and select the 
one with the highest votes as a jointly accepted 
real estate alternative.

by using real Estate and other Alternatives 
Analysis module buyers may indicate their 
tasks and preferences by changing criteria sys-
tems, criteria values and weight. A buyer can 
retrieve previously stored information from a 
previously developed personalized database or 
directly insert data through an input screen 
for a concrete case and activate the multiple 
criteria analysis process. the results are mod-
ule recommended real estate, loan, brokers, in-
surance, leasing, work, facilities management 
and other alternatives that personally match 
the buyers’ tasks and preferences.

while going through the purchasing deci-
sion process a customer should examine a large 
number of alternatives, each of which is sur-
rounded by a considerable amount of informa-
tion/knowledge (economic, quality-architectur-
al, aesthetic, comfort, infrastructure, and tech-
nical, legal, technological) and other factors. 
following on from the gathered information 
and knowledge, the multiple criteria analysis 
is then carried out. by using multiple criteria 
methods (Zavadskas et al., 2004; kaklauskas 
et al., 2005; Kaklauskas et al., 2007; Banaitienė 
et al., 2008; kaklauskas et al., 2010) as was 
developed by the authors, the buyer (broker) 
determines the initial priority, utility degree 
and market value of the analyzed real estate’s 
alternatives during this analysis. clicking the 
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link ‘results of multiple criteria Evaluation’, 
the results of the multiple criteria evaluation 
of 3-room apartment’s alternatives are thus 
demonstrated (see figure 2). In the lower part 
of the obtained result’s matrix the calculated 
significance of the real estate’s alternatives 
their priority and utility degree are presented 
(see figure 2 (right)). the upper part of the 
obtained result’s matrix shows the number-
ing of real estate’s alternatives (see figure 2 
(left)). by clicking the underlined numbers it 

is possible to calculate the market value of a 
certain alternative (see figure 3). the table 
presented in figure 3 shows the iterations 
made during the calculation of the real estate’s 
market value. the same information, only in 
graphical form is also presented in figure 3. 
Also, by moving a mouse above any column of 
the graphical part, the numerical value of the 
column can be seen. for example, the market 
value of the eighth alternative was calculated 
by making 4 iterations (see figure 3).

Figure 2. results of multiple criteria evaluation of 3-room apartment’s alternatives:  
upper part of matrix for obtained results (left); lower part of matrix for obtained results (right)

Figure 3. calculation of market value: presentation of market value’s calculations  
in numerical and graphic forms
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A buyer performing a multi-criteria analy-
sis of all real estate alternatives selects the 
objects for starting negotiations. for this pur-
pose he/she marks (ticks a box with a mouse) 
the desirable negotiation objects (see figure 4 
(left)). E-mail negotiations are created by the 
Letter writing subsystem and sent to all real 
estate sellers after the selection of the desired 
objects is made and then Send is clicked.

during negotiations the buyer and the sell-
er with the help of dss-rE may perform real 
calculations (utility degree, market value and 
purchase priorities) of the real estate. these 
calculations are performed on the basis of 
characteristics describing the real estate’s al-
ternatives that were obtained during negotia-
tions (explicit and tacit criteria system, criteria 
values and weights). According to the received 
results, the final comparative table is then de-
veloped. Following on from the developed final 
comparative table, the multiple criteria analy-
sis and selection of the best real estate buying 
version is carried out by using dss-rE.

After a variant of the real estate is selected, 
most often a purchaser has to borrow part of 
money from a bank. the Loan Analysis sub-
system is created for this purpose (see fig-
ure 4 (right)).

there are five main categories of rules 
and procedures in the knowledge subsystem  
(rE-ks):

buyer oriented information rules and  –
procedures allow buyers to develop and 
maintain customer‘s personalized objec-
tives, preferences, and evaluation crite-
ria for analysing and selecting real es-
tate, brokers, related products and serv-
ices. Editing services for buyers to create 
personalized real estate web pages that 
provide link to directories, annotations 
and notebooks to analyze related prod-
ucts and services are also integrated.
formation of the criteria describing the  –
alternatives. this category consists of 
rule sets for the formation of the system 
of criteria that describe the alternatives 
and provides values and weights of these 
criteria.
development of suggestions with what  –
broker/seller to use and for what reasons 
further negotiation should be carried 
out. with the help of a decision support 
subsystem (rE-dss) having determined 
the sequence of priority then the degree 
of utility and market value of the ele-
ments of a renovated building, the rules 
in knowledge subsystem suggests with 
what broker/seller to use and for what 
reasons further negotiation should be 
carried out. 

Figure 4. selection of real estate objects for automated negotiations (left)  
and analysis of loan alternatives offered by certain banks (right)
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composition of a comprehensively rea- –
soned negotiation e-mail for each of the 
selected broker/seller. by using infor-
mation inherited from the previous rE-
DSS calculations and predefined rules 
and procedures, the knowledge subsys-
tem composes of a negotiation e-mail for 
each of the selected broker/seller, where 
it reasonably suggests that the price of a 
real estate should be decreased or a real 
estate of better quality should be sold 
for the offered price. the e-mail includes 
references to the calculations performed 
by kddss-rE.

rE-ks also overwhelm a market signal-
ling subsystem. Links to sites with exhaustive 
information and analytic reviews about the 
situation in the Lithuanian real estate mar-
ket and about its development perspectives is 
provided. Useful information and knowledge is 
also presented for different stakeholders in the 
market signalling subsystem: real estate and 
facilities management organisations, infor-
mation about collaterals and loans, insurance 

(real estate, cars, other property), information 
on companies offering transportation services 
(furniture transportation, car transportation, 
etc.; offered services, vehicles and fees), recre-
ational or residential areas for elderly people 
(sanatoriums, health centres, nursing homes); 
purchase or lease of furniture, household appli-
ances, audio/video equipment, other household 
utilities; leasing companies, comparison of al-
ternatives, various announcements, links to job 
search websites, facilities management serv-
ices, information and forecasts on the market 
situation and its changes, information about 
activities of real estate companies and associa-
tions, information about periodical information 
bulletins, links to other websites and articles.

devices in the device subsystem measure the 
indoor microclimate parameters (volume flow, 
air velocity, air temperature, relative humidity, 
dew point temperature, vibration impulse am-
plitudes (see figure 5)) and allergens causing 
allergy in the dwelling (house dust mites and 
dermatophagoides pteronysinus allergen etc.). 
this data is provided in the decision support 
subsystem and the knowledge subsystem.

Figure 5. fragment of diagrams of indoor microclimate parameters  
and results of thermography measured by devices
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Let us analyse indoor volume flow and rela-
tive humidity as an example. Insufficient in-
door volume flow velocity causes lack of oxygen 
in premises. thus, indoor hygiene conditions 
become worse, flowers start withering and peo-
ple feel worse and their productivity decreases. 
due to dry air in the premise nasal mucous 
dries, people feel discomfort; productivity de-
creases and their moods worsen. such discom-
fort may be removed by pipetting oil into the 
nose. A considerable number of people encoun-
ter this problem. other microclimate param-
eters may be described similarly.

Percentages of live house dust mites depend 
greatly on the temperature in premises. when 
the temperature is 20-25 c° the percentage of 
live mites is 100% and when temperature is 
10-15 c° the percentages of live mites is 60% 
(see Table 1). Therefore, the fluctuation of tem-
peratures has a great impact on the health of 
allergic person. A similar situation is found 
with relative humidity and mite survival (see 
table 2).

table 1. Influence of room temperature to house 
dust mite dermatophagoides pteronyssinus 
survival

temperature ( cº ) Percentages of live mites
20–25 100
10–15 60
0–10 25
–10–0 8
–15 0

table 2. relative humidity and mite survival 

relative humidity in % Percentages of live mites
75–80 100
60–70 80
50 20
40 0

several types of software have been select-
ed to make the kddss-rE effective and they 
perform various functions. the kddss-rE  

required databases are created and managed 
by using microsoft Access. websites are de-
veloped with AsP (Active server Pages). AsP 
is used to create dynamic pages that interact 
(displaying, manipulating and editing databas-
es) with databases. java script and Activex 
technologies are used to design and create sep-
arate modules and the user interface. scripts 
translate htmL source codes and enable one 
to create interactive web sites. Activex is the 
microsoft technology, which allows for the 
creation of standard code libraries and these 
libraries are easily accessible in any program-
ming environment.

All members of a real estate market can use 
the created system. members are recommend-
ed to use as much of their knowledge as pos-
sible before making decisions. for example, in 
order to perform the multiple criteria analysis 
of a real estate, buyers, sellers, brokers, finan-
cial institutions, neighbours and other stake-
holders’ requirements should be estimated and 
submitted in a quantitative form.

3. teStINg the SYStem

In order to test the usefulness of the sys-
tem, final semester master degree students 
from the real Estate management study pro-
gramme at Vilnius Gediminas technical Uni-
versity collected more than 250 listings. these 
students work as brokers in various real estate 
companies in Vilnius. they placed information 
about real estate objects that they were sell-
ing at the time into the database. this sys-
tem were tested by eighteen students for areas 
that could be improved, e. g. process, inter-
face, navigation, search for alternatives from 
different brokers’ databases, multiple criteria 
evaluations, calculation of market value and 
negotiation. A testing of kddss-rE was also 
performed by a designed questionnaire that in-
cluded four organizations from real estate bro-
kers in Vilnius. the letter that was attached 
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to the questionnaire was as follows ‘we would 
like you to draw on your experience and ex-
pertise to help us to test whether the kddss-
rE can also meet your needs as a user. Please 
read through the following questions circling 
your response’. A more complete study is un-
derway to study the satisfaction of users and 
what current real estate agents do in order to 
survive. 

we have some lessons to learn about the 
system’s development. for example, we will 
further explore and collect the needed knowl-
edge to develop a model of consumer Needs 
Analysis and a Provision of recommendations 
for a real Estate broker. this model is still 
under creation for kddss-rE. this model will 
accumulate information about the popularity 
of real estate alternatives that are placed into 
the database. the popularity is determined on 
the basis of the number of consumers analyz-
ing a certain real estate and on the basis of 
the time-spent observing it. A seller will offer 
to reduce or increase the value of the real es-
tate being sold on the basis of such informa-
tion; other concrete pieces of advice will also 
be provided.

4. CoNCLUSIoNS

Integration of neural networks, multimedia, 
knowledge-based, decision support, devices and 
other systems in the real estate sector has a 
very promising future in scientific research. 
Various forms of the integration of these sys-
tems were investigated and several architec-
tures of systems were offered. the authors of 
the present research have suggested the idea to 
integrate knowledge-based, devices-based and 
decision support systems. In order to demon-
strate the integration decision support, knowl-
edge and devices systems in the real estate 
sector a real Estate’s knowledge and devices-
based decision support system have been con-
sidered in the paper as an example.
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SANtrAUkA

žINIOMIS IR pRIETAISAIS pAgRįSTA NEKILNOJAMOJO TURTO SpRENDIMų  
pArAmoS SIStemA 

edmundas kazimieras ZAVAdSkAS, Artūras kAkLAUSkAS, Audrius bANAItIS

Šio darbo autoriai dalyvavo šeštosios bendrosios programos projekte „Intelektualūs miestai“ (INTELCITIES). 
Vienas iš INTELCITIES tikslų (Lietuvoje) – sukurti žiniomis ir prietaisais pagrįstą nekilnojamojo turto 
sprendimų paramos sistemą (KDDSS-RE). Pagrindinės KDDSS-RE funkcijos yra šios: sukurti ir plėtoti kli-
entui asmeniškai pritaikytus nekilnojamojo turto tikslus, pageidavimus ir vertinimo kriterijus; įvairioms su-
interesuotosioms grupėms (pirkėjams, pardavėjams, tarpininkams ir pan.) suteikti galimybę drauge nustatyti 
nekilnojamąjį turtą apibūdinančius kriterijus (kriterijų sistemą, vertes ir reikšmingumus); rinkos tyrimas, iš 
prietaisų gautų duomenų apie patalpų mikroklimatą ir pastatuose esančius alergenus pateikimas; alternaty-
vių nekilnojamojo turto variantų paieška, jų radimas ir pradinės derybų lentelės sudarymas, alternatyvų dau-
giakriterinė analizė, realiais skaičiavimais pagrįstos elektroninės derybos, racionaliausio nekilnojamojo turto 
varianto pirkimui nustatymas ir tam tikrų bankų siūlomų alternatyvių paskolų variantų analizė. Šio tyrimo 
autoriai pasiūlė idėją integruoti žiniomis ir prietaisais pagrįstas bei sprendimų paramos sistemas. Siekiant 
sprendimų paramos, žinių ir prietaisų sistemų integravimą pademonstruoti nekilnojamojo turto sektoriuje, 
darbe nagrinėjama žiniomis ir prietaisais pagrįsta nekilnojamojo turto sprendimų paramos sistema.




